March 16, 2020

Re: FY 2021 Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Appropriations Bills

Dear Majority Leader McConnell, Leader Schumer, Speaker Pelosi, and Leader McCarthy:

As Congress considers the FY2021 Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Appropriations Bill, we the undersigned national, state, and local organizations call on Congress to dramatically cut the budgets of Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and Customs and Border Protection (CBP), to include measures that prevent the administration from exceeding the amounts appropriated by Congress, and preclude the use of funds for programs that unlawfully put asylum seekers fleeing violence and persecution in harm’s way.

Taxpayers’ dollars should be spent on increasing the welfare and wellbeing of all our communities; instead we have seen the administration utilize its appropriated dollars to do the
complete opposite, year after year. As such, we respectfully request ask that you prioritize the following asks in the FY2021 spending bills:

1. Dramatic cuts in funding for ICE and CBP, including specifically: no funding for the border wall; cuts in funding for ICE and CBP agents; and significant reductions in funding for detention.

2. Accountability measures across spending bills to ensure that the administration is held to appropriated funding levels with regard to detention and enforcement spending and wall and physical barrier construction.

3. Prohibitions on the use of funds for the abusive programs being used by the administration to effectively close the southern border to asylum seekers, including: the Migrant Protection Protocols; the regulatory bans on asylum eligibility; the so-called Asylum Cooperative Agreements; and the newly implemented expedited processing programs known as PACR and HARP.

For seventeen years, Congress has approved funding increases for a cruel, enforcement-only immigration system, more than doubling ICE’s budget and more than tripling CBP’s budget. For three years, the administration has flagrantly disregarded good governance and appropriations law by overspending the already excessive amounts congressionally appropriated for ICE and CBP and compensating with funding transfers from other DHS accounts and other agencies, including the Treasury and the Pentagon. This abuse of power has further entrenched us in a punitive detention and deportation apparatus and advanced the militarization of our southern border. For the safety of our communities and for the moral fabric of our nation, we look to you for leadership on this critical issue.

In recent months, the administration’s ongoing attack on immigrant communities has become increasingly retaliatory and politically driven. The administration announced plans to send officers and agents from an elite SWAT-style unit within CBP known as the Border Patrol Tactical Unit (BORTAC) to engage in immigration enforcement.¹ Likewise, it announced a new effort called Operation Palladium to “flood” these cities with ICE special agents normally assigned to risky border operations.² The deployment of these units to targeted sanctuary cities will result in increasingly militarized interior immigration enforcement, leaving families in a state of heightened fear and mistrust, afraid to utilize basic services, obtain medical care, or send their children to school. Militarized enforcement actions threaten all our safety by paralyzing communities and driving people further into the shadows.

These aggressive enforcement tactics feed into an abusive detention system that cages nearly 40,000 people every day throughout the United States, making it the largest immigration

---

detention system in the world. Those jailed in ICE’s network of more than 200 jails and prisons endure persistent and well-documented human rights violations on a daily basis, including the extensive use of solitary confinement, rampant sexual abuse, and detention so prolonged and punitive as to have resulted in widespread hunger strikes and suicide attempts. Only halfway through this fiscal year, seven lives have been lost in ICE custody in FY 2020--already almost equalling the eight people immigrants’ loved ones were forced to mourn last year.

CBP’s track record of rampant abuse, excessive use of force and horrific detention conditions have contributed to more than 100 deaths since 2010, including the deaths of at least seven children detained by federal enforcement agents at the border and tens of shooting fatalities, including multiple cross-border shootings of children. Paired with this administration’s obsession with fulfilling a xenophobic and costly campaign promise for a border wall, the borderlands are being devastated. Wall construction is blasting away sacred burial sites, bulldozing precious natural resources and wildlife, and tearing land away from private landowners and ranchers. While candidate Trump promised that Mexico would bear the brunt of costs, this administration has instead circumvented Congress and unlawfully raided other agencies to access billions in authorized funds to build this vanity wall, all bankrolled by the American taxpayer.

This administration has also utilized congressionally appropriated funds to unleash an inter-connecting web of vicious policies at the southern border that are effectively ending asylum as we know it in the United States. These policies include the so-called “Migrant Protection Protocols” or “MPP,” an illegal program that has turned tens of thousands of asylum seekers back from the border to wait for hearings in Mexico in horribly dangerous conditions, resulting in more than 800 documented cases of murder, rape, torture, kidnapping and other violent assaults in Mexico. Yet MPP is only one of a menu of anti-asylum programs the administration has developed to ensure that Central American asylum seekers are shut out from receiving the safety they seek, including: the so-called “safe third country” or Asylum Cooperative Agreement

6 Southern Border Communities Coalition, Deaths by Border Patrol Since 2010, https://www.southernborder.org/deaths_by_border_patrol
8 Human rights researchers are maintaining an online database of those publicly reported cases of violence against individuals in MPP, online at https://deliveredtodanger.org/.
and new expedited processing programs that shuttle asylum seekers through rushed deportations while in the notoriously inhumane short-term CBP processing. Congress can no longer stand idly by while the White House and the Department of Homeland Security unilaterally--and unlawfully--close the United States’ borders to those most in need.

Congress must work to restrict funding for the unaccountable forces that target immigrants, people of color, and other vulnerable populations in our communities and on the border. The undersigned organizations stand united in fighting against the policies that exploit and dehumanize immigrants, as well as the funding streams that allow them. We call on you and all Members of Congress to demand a substantial decrease in funding for enforcement, border militarization, detention, and deportations carried out by ICE and CBP.

Sincerely,
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